This paper presented a new particle swarm optimization based on evolutionary game theory (EPSO) for the traveling salesman problem (TSP) to overcome the disadvantages of premature convergence and stagnation phenomenon of traditional particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO).
Introduction
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is an NP-hard problem in combinatorial optimization studied in operations research and theoretical computer science. Given a list of cities and their pair wise distances, the task is to find the shortest possible route that visits each city exactly once. The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is a well-known and extensively studied benchmark for many new developments in combinatorial optimization, including techniques in evolutionary computation, such as nearest neighborhood search (NNS), simulated annealing (SA), taboo search (TS), neural networks (NN), ant colony system (ACS), GAs and some these research proposed different PSO methods for solving TSP problems: Clerc (2004) proposed approach that utilizes the Traveling Salesman Problem to illustrate the PSO concepts for discrete optimization problems. Wang Evolutionary game theory is the theory of dynamic adaptation and learning in (infinitely) repeated games played by boundedly rational agents. Although nowadays evolutionary game theory is understood as an intrinsically dynamic theory, it originally started in the 1970s as a novel static refinement concept for Nash equilibrium. Keeping the historical order, we will first discuss the concept of an evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) and its extensions. The ESS concept investigates the stability of the equilibrium under rare mutations, and it does not require the specification of the actual underlying game dynamics. The first concept of evolutionary stability was formulated by Maynard Smith and Price (1973) in the context of symmetric population games. An evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) is a strategy that when used by an entire population, is immune against invasion by a minority of mutants playing a different strategy. Players playing according to an ESS fares better than mutants in the population and thus in the long run out compete and expel invaders. An ESS persists as the dominant strategy over evolutionary timescales, so strategies observed in the real world are typically ESSs. The ESS concept is relevant when the mutation (biology) or experimentation (economics) rate is low. In general evolutionary stability implies an invasion barrier, i.e., an ESS can only resist invasion until mutants reach a finite critical frequency in the population. The ESS concept does not contain any reference to the actual game dynamics, and thus it is a "static" concept. The only assumption it requires is that a strategy performing better must have a higher replication (growth) rate.
Evolutionary game theory (EGT) has been drawing more attention in the past several years. In comparison with the traditional game theory, EGT emphasizes the dynamics of strategy change more than the properties of strategy equilibrium. EGT to some extent takes into account the personal knowledge, belief and risk preference of the agents. The equilibrium derived by the traditional game theory may not be realized in practice since participants have dynamic learning abilities. Nowadays, EGT is widely applied to analyze various gaming behavior such as firm and industry behavior, broader biological and dynamical systems, and economic growth theory. The concept of evolutionary stable strategies (ESS) in an evolutionary game is defined as: a strategy is evolutionarily stable if, relative to its population, it performs better than any new and invading strategy. It should be noted that in some games there is no ESS at all. The evolutionary dynamics may carry an oscillating cycle between strategies, where various strategies dominate in the game in turn.
Best response dynamics and replication dynamics based on the dynamic evolution is two the most common dynamic decision-making mechanism. Best response dynamics is generally used by players with higher degree rationality and fast learning ability; However, the replication dynamics of biological evolution to simulate player learning mechanism and dynamic adjustment of learning strategies uesd by players with relatively low level response, or related to the collective decision-making.Replicator dynamics and evolutionary stable strategies are the key notions in evolutionary games. the replication dynamic model can completely describe the evolution process of the evolution game populations. Best response dynamics and replication dynamics are based on state decision-making mechanism at the ideal, only using payoff function for strategy adjustment, without considering the impact of external environment and the players in the game features a random selection strategy.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a population based stochastic optimization technique developed by Dr. Eberhart and Dr. Kennedy in 1995, inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. PSO shares many similarities with evolutionary computation techniques such as Genetic Algorithms (GA). The system is initialized with a population of random solutions and searches for optima by updating generations. However, unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as crossover and mutation. In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles, fly through the problem space by following the current optimum particles. An The paper is organized as follows. Firstly we introduce the theory of traditional PSO the fundamental notion of evolutionary games. In Section 2, we present the improved PSO. In the section 3 and section 4, we describe new algorithm EPSO with strategy learning rule used in TSP. The simulation results and discussions are given in Section 5.And the paper is concluded by the last section.
Improved PSO
In the algorithm of using PSO algorithm to solve the TSP problem, each particle is a potential solution for the problem is a sort program of the city group.
Improved inertia weight 
 is the inertia weight, it makes the particles keep motion inertia, and make them own the ability to explore new areas.  linearly decrease to  min from the maximum inertia weight  max with iterative, where max k is the maximum number of iterations that the algorithm set, i.e. 
Discrete particle swarm optimization
Clerc says the key of establishing the DPSO algorithm is to define a PSO algorithm related mathematical objects and the rules of operation (descript the static and dynamic behavior of the particle). Clerc put forward a specific DPSO algorithm for TSP problem, it defined position as N City arrangement and velocity as the exchange list, each exchange is exchange arrangement in two city. Given a TSP example of position and velocity: a. Position can be defined as one Hamilton circle having all of the nodes , with N node, arc between them are present, the position of the particle can be expressed as a sequence: ( 2 1 b. Velocity is defined as the transform set of the position of the particle , represents a sequence table of a set of permuted sequence , can be expressed as:
Among them, | | V | | is the number of exchange in the velocity N is the number of exchange in the velocity , in the exchange list, in order to perform the first exchange, and then second, and so on.
c. Position and Velocity addition operation: a group permutation sequence sequentially acting on the particles of a certain position, the results for a new position.
d. Position and Position subtraction operation: two position permutation sequence after subtraction,the results for a new velocity.
e. Velocity and Velocity addition operation: the first particle velocity would be connected to a second particles velocity list, the results for a new replacement sequence, i.e. a new velocity.
Velocity and position update
Define the particle's velocity, position and its various operations, and discrete each particle update v formula during each iteration using the following equations:
and pBest, the local best position, is the best position among all particles in the swarm during all previous steps. It updates by:
and gBest, the global best position, is the best position among all particles in the swarm during all previous steps. It updates by:
( 1) arg max (
) i i gBest t f pBest t    , for any particle i.
3. Evolutionary game based on particle swarm optimization
EPSO overview
Now, more and more researchers pay attention to the particle swarm optimization algorithm as a new evolutionary computation technology algorithm. evolutionary game decision-making mechanism is based on swarm intelligence optimization algorithm ,it introduced the evolution of swarm intelligence optimization algorithm into the evolutionary game, which can guide the player strategic selection with swarm optimization algorithm. Due to the group of warm optimization algorithm optimizing characteristics, so using the decision-making mechanism can successfully simulate the game's learning behavior. Algorithm searching optimal solution is evolutionary stable strategy of the evolutionary game. Tekol and Acan proposed swarm optimization algorithm of evolutionary game based on ant colony optimization, studied on repeated prisoners' dilemma and proved the mechanism more robust than decision-making system based on genetic algorithm. However, it take more time. Particle swarm optimization has fast convergence, the literature put forward particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving the Nash equilibrium solution and proved its efficiency. the literature came up with evolutionary algorithm for solving Nash equilibrium based on particle swarm optimization by combining particle swarm optimization and characteristics of the evolutionary game, Franken proposed a evolutionary game decision-making method for repeated prisoner's dilemma game based on particle swarm optimization algorithm.
Swarm optimization algorithm and evolutionary game have the characteristics of biological evolution, a combination of the two is a promising research topic .It is still in development stage, so there are some deficiencies. For instance decision-making mechanism based on ant colony optimization to running time is too long, and the decision-making mechanism based on the particle swarm optimization algorithm is easy to fall into local optimal early maturity convergence problem, it requires future research in continuous development and improvement.
3.2Mapping for EPSO and TSP
The players randomly select the initial strategy of evolutionary game S from its own strategy space .And as the same as other general evolutionary game model, the players select a strategy as a initial situation after several rounds of the sequential optimal dynamic state to the equilibrium; If new equilibrium utility state is greater than the original equilibrium, the new one takes the place of the original; impose random disturbance on the a state of equilibrium, it restores from the optimal dynamic response to a new equilibrium state once again. So until this evolution will stop if the criteria is fit.
In the evolutionary game optimization method, first the particle research space x is mapping for the strategy space s of players in a game, while in the TSP problem it is also mapping for the paths between cities which is a path finite set, as mapping φ; Second the fitness function is mapping for payoff function, while in the TSP problem it is also mapping for the global evaluation function (GEF),as mapping ψ.At last, the gBest of particles is mapping for the evolution of game balance state, hat is ESS, while in the TSP problem it is also mapping for the maximum utility path in GEF function , namely the shortest path, as mapping ω.According to the mapping, solving optimization problem TSP process transforms into players in a game searching the optimal combinations process in strategy space.
Figure.1 relationship between PSO and EGT
In this paper for TSP, we make the relationship between particle swarm algorithm and the evolution game as follows (see Figure . 1 ): particles in a swarm → players in a game→the path research space → strategies space→path finite set fitness function → payoff function→global evaluation function (GEF) gBest → evolutionary stable strategy(ESS)→a shortest path
Algorithm description
For the general combinatorial optimization problem, determinate the five elements of this algorithm can be transformed into a pure strategy multiplayer non-cooperative game problem. The algorithm make the combinatorial optimization problem solution space map to n players strategy combination space through the rational utility maximization behavior to achieve a Nash equilibrium, and impose on the equilibrium state disturbance to achieve equilibrium again. If the new Nash equilibrium is better than last iteration one, the solution updates, or abandon it. Above the process , finally achieve the global optimal solution.
Introduction algorithm

New algorithm
Therefore, this article introduce into evolutionary game idea based on improved particle swarm optimization algorithm, proposed evolutionary game theory particle swarm optimization based on particle swarm optimization (EPSO) for traveling salesman problem (TSP) , in order to improve particle searching. EPSO basic idea of the algorithm is:
(1) PSO algorithm with payoff function depends on the probability of selecting a certain particles into the payoff function, we will get the function value. This improved each particle between individual exchange and share information, make the particles quickly converge to the optimal solution and improve the convergence velocity.
(2) algorithm is also put the initial particle a feasible value and control the length of iteration step, that ensure the particles in the process of iterative algorithm always mixed strategy combination in the game space.At first, we introduce the evolutionary computation two concepts: global evaluation function (GEF) and local evaluation function (LEF). Global evaluation function using global information to evaluate the system state, and local evaluation function using limited local information to assess individual subject state and guide the main subject evolution. In the complex system study, the concept of LEF is widely applied to different distributed systems, such as cellular automata, game life. This article uses the individual utility function and local evaluation function concept is very similar, the difference lies in that UF (the utility function) using global information and LEF only using local information.
Definition 1: Meet the following constraint called the UF and GEF are consistent.
, ,
Above all, the utility function of the formula (8) and the optimization of the TSP goals are same. Inference 1: Formula (6) shows the maximization of the utility function and the optimization of the TSP have same goals Inference 2: Formula (6) shows the utility function as a guiding function for solving TSP ,we get ( ,
GEF UF
G P E N P E 
, here, GEF is TSP global optimization goal.
The algorithm proposes fitness function as follows:
(N is number of particles, i.e. number of players, number of city path)
EPSO algorithm is summarized is as follows:
Step1: particle swarm initialization. Define D-dimension solution space of the optimization problem, randomly initialize n particles， Step2:Set algorithm parameters: According to the formula(1), calculate the inertia weight ω. Suppose learning factor C1 and C2 value, particles maximum velocity is Vmax, largest iteration Nmax and precision eps. According to the formula (2) and (3), initializes pbest , gbest. Let pBest be current best position, let also gBest be current best position among all particles.
Step3:According to the formula (7) and (8), particles select strategy and update particle velocity and position to increase utility. then calculate each particle utility fitness function f (x) Judge whether the convergence condition is satisfied, if yes, go to step 8. Otherwise, go to step 3.
Step4：Compare this new utility value with the last one, if the individual new value is better than the last utility fitness, update pBest suing formula (4) Step5：Compare this new utility value with the last one, if the individual new value is better than the last utility fitness, update gBest suing formula (5) Step6:Judge all particles can achieve stability equilibrium, if no, turn to step3.
Step7:If the convergence condition is satisfied, if yes, go to step 8. Otherwise, turn to step 3. Sept8: Algorithm ends, and output the global optimal solution
Simulation experiments
In order to show the efficiency of the EPSO, we choose burma14、ulysses16、gr17and ulysses22 as experimental example and compare with basic PSO and basic GA. Experimental environment: Matlab R2010a.Suppose Chromosome number N = 30, crossover probability Pc = 0.2, mutation probability Pm = 0.5, iterative times is 500; The PSO algorithm parameters: the number particles m = 20,rand1=rand2=0. Among the three algorithms, the convergence speed of EPSO is quickest. It indicates that EPSO has great performance of convergence property over traditional PSO and GA algorithms. In addition, experiments are conducted to compare the GA, PSO and EPSO algorithms (in Table. 1). For all the functions tested, and the mean results obtained are best. In the test different scales data, when data scale is smaller, EPSO、PSO and GA optimal value is nearly close, among them EPSO、PSO and GA can achieve the optimal value 30.8785.When data scale is larger, EPSO have the advantage, can find optimal solution at more early iteration times. That is to say, EPSO yield better results than GA and PSO .Especially when test large scale, we discover that EPSO not only can get optimal solution faster ,but also can optimize the optimal solution. Therefore, EPSO can overcome premature convergence. 
Conclusion
Compared to other intelligent algorithms, PSO algorithm depends on particle velocity. PSO algorithm updates based on the individual particle velocity extreme and global extreme value, which changes particle velocity continuously after the last iteration. The evolution game with payoff function only depends on the strategy selection instead of relying on the players. It can guarantee between individual exchange and share information, so the whole population move to the optimal region consistently. If the evolution game introduced to the PSO algorithm, the particle of information is a two-way flow, all particles may be faster convergence to the optimal region. This can improve the convergence velocity of PSO algorithm. In addition, the new algorithm also adds the replication dynamics, for a dynamic problem, it not only describes the dynamic property of the local system by the game's payoff function, but also able to demonstrate a balanced and dynamic relationship between selection process and equilibrium. Replicator dynamics ensure the optimization problem of a balance from any small range, the path has a small change around the city, eventually the evolution solution tends to the equilibrium, i.e. the maximum utility of the path.
In evolutionary game theory, players have limited rationality hypothesis to game for the premise, how to study limited rational game behavior and learning process is a great evolutionary game point. In this paper, the particle swarm algorithm is introduced to evolutionary game theory, with particle swarm algorithm model to the learning and behavior game process, and by using improved particle swarm optimization algorithm to solving TSP, make the particle has the ability of evolutionary learning . The improved particle swarm algorithm with evolutionary strategy can not only applied to solving the traveling salesman problem, also can be used to solve the graph filling、routing select classic NP difficult problem.
But, evolutionary decision-making mechanism based on particle swarm algorithm running time is too long.
